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Abstract: Over the past few decades, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved outstanding results in addressing a broad scope of computer vision problems. Despite these improvements,
fully convolutional Siamese neural networks (FCSNN) still hardly adapt to complex scenes, such
as appearance change, scale change, similar objects interference, etc. The present study focuses on
an enhanced FCSNN based on convolutional block hyperparameters optimization, a new activation
function (ModReLU) and Gaussian low pass filter. The optimization of hyperparameters is an important task, as it has a crucial ascendancy on the tracking process performance, especially when
it comes to the initialization of weights and bias. They have to work efficiently with the following
activation function layer. Inadequate initialization can result in vanishing or exploding gradients.
In the first method, we propose an optimization strategy for initializing weights and bias in the
convolutional block to ameliorate the learning of features so that each neuron learns as much as
possible. Next, the activation function normalizes the output. We implement the convolutional
block hyperparameters optimization by setting the convolutional weights initialization to constant,
the bias initialization to zero and the Leaky ReLU activation function at the output. In the second
method, we propose a new activation, ModReLU, in the activation layer of CNN. Additionally, we
also introduce a Gaussian low pass filter to minimize image noise and improve the structures of
images at distinct scales. Moreover, we add a pixel-domain-based color adjustment implementation
to enhance the capacity of the proposed strategies. The proposed implementations handle better
rotation, moving, occlusion and appearance change problems and improve tracking speed. Our
experimental results clearly show a significant improvement in the overall performance compared
to the original SiamFC tracker. The first proposed technique of this work surpasses the original
fully convolutional Siamese networks (SiamFC) on the VOT 2016 dataset with an increase of 15.42%
in precision, 16.79% in AUPC and 15.93% in IOU compared to the original SiamFC. Our second
proposed technique also reveals remarkable advances over the original SiamFC with 18.07% precision
increment, 17.01% AUPC improvement and an increase of 15.87% in IOU. We evaluate our methods
on the Visual Object Tracking (VOT) Challenge 2016 dataset, and they both outperform the original
SiamFC tracker performance and many other top performers.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, multiple improvements have been realized in deep learning (DL)
in recent benchmarks [1,2]. Computer vision is one of the DL applications wherein a
tremendous amount of work has been accomplished, leading to great progress in the
computer science area. Object tracking is a key topic in machine vision that aims to
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detect the position of a moving object in a video scene [3–5]. The target tracking process
accurately follows a target of interest throughout a video scene. In the first frame, a
quadrilateral with four right angles illustrates the target. Given the target’s position on
the first frame (e.g., via a bounding box) and a video scene, the algorithm must steadily
designate the target’s position in the following sequential images [5]. For so many years,
the most suitable pattern archetype for this task has been to learn an online model of the
target’s appearance using patterns extracted from the processed video [6]. Unfortunately,
the disadvantage is that only basic patterns can be learned in this manner. In addition,
performing well in this archetype requires a large volume of data. The lack of enough
supervised data sets is a limitation to this model. Fortunately, transfer learning has come
to overcome this limitation. It consists of using a model trained on large datasets for one
task in another related task for which datasets are relatively smaller. This approach uses
pretrained models in new tasks as the first or starting part of the network. Among the
existing networks are Siamese networks. Siamese neural networks have become popular
in object tracking owing to their unique two inputs and correlation measurement. The
first input is a preselected exemplar image. The second input is a search image, in which
Siamese network’s task is to find the exemplar image inside the search image. In general,
Siamese architectures are employed to address similarity learning [7–9]. They can generate
a map of similarity scores by measuring the similarity between an exemplar image and
each region of the search image. Additionally, because SiamFC algorithms have a simple
network and can be trained offline on a large dataset, they have piqued the interest of
many researchers. [10–15]. Siamese networks can use different CNN backbone networks,
such as AlexNet, ResNet, PyramidNet, etc. These architectures can be modified and finetuned according to the desired network configuration. For example, Bruno et al. [16]
consider a method based on the integration of scale-invariant feature transform key points
and transfer learning with pretrained CNNs, such as AlexNet and PyramidNet, for the
detection of suspicious regions in mammograms. They first fine-tuned the pretrained
AlexNet and PyramidNet CNN architectures, then compared their performances to choose
the best CNN for their study. Subsequently, the performance comparison revealed the
superiority of PyramidNet over AlexNet in the specific task. Therefore, PyramidNet was
further used as the CNN for their solution. Some recent studies utilized even deeper CNN
architectures to improve the tracking performance of Siamese networks, as in Ref. [17].
Despite their robustness, there are still relevant issues to which existing algorithms are
unable to adapt well. Similar background interference, appearance changes, object shape,
light conditions (scene contrast, weather, etc.), object cover, scene occlusion, scene clutter,
motion smoothness and motion coherence figure among them. In the tracking process, the
above-mentioned issues have a considerable impact on the performance of the trackers.
For example, one of the algorithm’s performance metrics that is often affected by the
change of object scale is the intersection over union metric (IoU). The idea of implementing
hyperparameters optimization or tuning in the convolutional layer is motivated by the
importance and the impact the initialization parameters can have on the output of the
neural network and, more generally, on the overall performance. As we know, various
initializations lead to different results, and a poor initialization may yield unsatisfying
gradients, which also slows down the optimization algorithm. So, setting a powerful and
suitable initialization is a determining step in a tracking algorithm. Pixel-domain algorithms
are distinguished by their high accuracy and computational complexity. However, they
may be limited in use in real-time processing scenarios of several video bitstreams because
of their high computational complexity [18–21]. As a result, the idea of introducing an
appropriate initialization becomes relevant to achieve satisfactory results in real-time
processing cases. Furthermore, for a convolutional neural network, the activation function
is a fundamental element, as it plays an important role in normalizing the output of neurons
based on the prior initialization. The activation function activates the features of neurons
to address nonlinear problems. It is used to improve a convolutional neural network’s
expression ability, allowing the neural network to accurately possess the significance of
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artificial intelligence [22]. An appropriate activation function can map data in dimensions
more effectively [23,24]. If a CNN has linear characteristics, the function’s linear equation
can only be expressed linearly, rendering the multilayer perceptron meaningless. The
ReLU function is one of the best activation functions available. Unfortunately, there
are some disadvantages to it as well. The ReLU function is non-differentiable at zero,
and this results in dead neurons. Therefore, in order to address this issue, add more
diversity to the architecture and optimize the CNN block activation layer, we propose a new
activation function based on ReLU function. While enforcing non-saturated nonlinearity,
our proposed activation function keeps positive and negative information. Since we
are in a pixel domain, the image structures and color are also important parameters to
consider. Images can contain undesired details and variations in brightness or color. These
random imperfections affect the image quality. Thus, this motivates the initiation of another
approach that consists of applying a Gaussian low pass filter to reduce noise and details in
images in the dataset. Low pass filters are commonly used to remove high-frequency noise
from images. They use a moving window operator that moves over the images, affecting
all the pixels inside them. During the process, the pixels are affected one by one.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:

•
•
•
•

•

•

We propose an optimization strategy for the CNN block through the use of a simple
but effective initialization and activation function in the first method.
A new activation function (ModReLU) based on ReLU function is proposed to optimize
the outputs of the CNN and improve the tracking precision in the second method.
Introducing a low pass filter for noise and details reduction in the second method.
The first proposed method surpasses the original fully convolutional Siamese networks
(SiamFC) tracker performance with an increase of 15.42% in precision, 16.79% in AUPC,
15.93% in IOU.
The second proposed technique also reveals remarkable advances over the original
SiamFC with 18.07% precision increment, 17.01% AUPC improvement and an increase
of 15.87% in IOU.
Furthermore, both proposed techniques surpass other popular algorithms and top
performers in relation to precision and speed.

The outline of our study is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces a summary
of related work, while the proposed methods are described in two sections in Section 3.
Section 4 focuses on the experimental results and the discussion of our methods. Next,
we compare the obtained results with the original SiamFC [25] and other popular top
performers. Finally, the conclusion is reported in Section 7.
2. Related Work
Over the past years, owing to their strong abstract feature representation, CNNs [26–30]
have drawn much attention in the field of computer vision. For the last few years, target
tracking has been one of the crucial areas in machine vision to accomplish impressive
progress. A great amount of work has been accomplished in the sphere of visual object
tracking. As an illustration, Hossein Kashiani et al. [31] introduced a new approach that
outperforms avant-garde trackers in the context of performance. In their work, they introduced a powerful tracking algorithm that tackles both the motion and observation models
at the same time. The motion estimation network (MEN) is used in the motion model to
sample the most likely candidates. Next, the Siamese network is trained offline to detect the
best candidates amid all the patterns. Each pattern is evaluated using an adaptable buffer
with the best prior selected patterns due to the fact that the object appearance changes
during the tracking process. Limiting the buffer updating to a formerly defined function
allows effectively dealing with occlusion. Furthermore, a weighting CNN (WCNN) is used
to enhance the tracker’s robustness as to address the coexistence of similar objects and substantial appearance changes. This weighting network uses sequence-specific information
to down-weight the confusing patterns.
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On the other side, SiamFC is a kind of algorithm that is more balanced in tracking
robustness and real time [32]. It opens up a new branch of target tracking algorithm.
Many subsequent papers [33,34] have been improved on the basis of SiamFC algorithm.
CFNet [35] converts the convolution layer of SiamFC for similarity matching into a differentiable layer, which can be updated by back propagation in the training stage. Guo et al. put
forward DSiam [36]. Its starting point is that the objective in real life, especially the appearance of non-rigid objects, will change significantly over time, while the original SiamFC [25]
algorithm does not update feature templates online, which may lead to the subsequent loss
of targets. DSiam updates the feature template of the target and suppresses the interference
from the background by learning the changes of the appearance and background of the
target, thus improving the tracking accuracy. SA-Siam [37] trained two twin networks for
tracking to extract the semantic and external features of the object separately and merged
both branches in tracking, which improved the generalization capability of SiamFC algorithm. SiamAttn [38] introduces a novel attention mechanism and a region fine-tuning
module for better tracking precision. Yan et al. [39] designed an effective anti-interference
module to optimize the algorithm’s discrimination capability. In their study, to extract
information from the candidate target files provided by the main network of the SiamFC,
the anti-interference module employs another feature extraction network. Furthermore, the
feature representation set saves the feature vectors of the template image and the tracking
object. Then, the tracking object is estimated by calculating the cosine distance between the
candidate target’s feature vector and the vector in the feature vector set. SCRPN-CISA [40]
uses three attention mechanisms and a cascaded region proposal networks architecture to
boost flexibility, discrimination capability and feature embeddings. VGG-Net-D network
serves as an anchor to improve the feature extraction ability. Next, the authors developed a
channel-interconnection-spatial attention module to enhance the discrimination capability
and the flexibility of the algorithm, and a deconvolution adjustment block to combine crosslayer attributes. Following that, the authors propose a three-layer cascaded region proposal
network to obtain the foreground-background classification and a screening method to
improve the tracking accuracy. Bertinetto et al. [25,35] advocate an alternative approach
on which our work relies, except for the training part. They propose a fully convolutional Siamese architecture relative to the pattern image x. They consider a function to be
fully convolutional if it commutes beside translation. To give a more precise explanation,
introducing Lτ to denote the translation operator in Equation (1)

( Lτ x )[u] = x [u − τ ]

(1)

a function h that maps signals to signals is fully convolutional with stride k if
h( Lkτ x ) = Lτ h( x )

(2)

for a translation τ. When x is a finite signal, this only needs a hold over the valid region of
the output. They also emphasize the benefit of a fully convolutional neural network (FCNN)
that allows a wider search image as input to the FCNN instead of a pattern image with an
identical size. Additionally, the analogy with all translated sub-windows will be computed
on a dense grid in one evaluation. In order to accomplish this, they employ a convolutional
embedding function and merge the consequent feature maps with a cross-correlation layer,
such as
f (z, x ) = ϕ(z) × ϕ( x ) + b
(3)
where b represents a signal. Their paper’s main contribution is that it shows that their
method yields a state-of-the-art performance in recent tracking benchmarks at very high
speeds, which exceed the requirement of the frame rate. They train a neural network
based on Siamese architecture to find an exemplar image in a wider search image. The
Bertinetto et al. [25] fully convolutional Siamese architecture is depicted in Figure 1 in
relation to the candidate image x. An efficient and dense sliding-window assessment is

f ( z , x) =  ( z )   ( x) + b
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More precisely, to give a function family Gw ( x ) parameterized by w, we need to find a
value so that the parameter w can make the similarity measure, such as Equation (4):
Ew ( x1 , x2 ) = Gw ( x1 ) − Gw ( x2 )

(4)
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Taking face recognition as an example, if the input two branches of face images come
from the same person, the extracted features should be as close as possible; otherwise, if the
face images of different people are input into the network, the more different the feature
vectors of the two branches, the better. When a convolutional neural network’s extracted
features match the properties listed above, the extracted features can be relatively general.
Twin networks can make the extracted features have generalization and discrimination
ability. It can map the samples that it has not seen, or seen a few times, to the target space.
For example, the network has never seen an object, but after feature mapping, it is found
that it is very close to the feature vector of a known object, so it can be inferred that the
probability of the two being the same kind of object is very high.
This kind of network architecture needs a similarity measure function to calculate the
characteristic distance of two branches. Euclidean distance and cosine distance are the two
most basic and commonly used functions. The specific distance and similarity calculations
formula are shown in Equations (5) and (6), respectively. In general, cosine distance is
more robust because in many cases the images of the two branches differ greatly in the
background and intensity of the illumination.
s
dist( X, Y ) =

m

∑ ( x n − y n )2

(5)

x×y
x×y

(6)

n =1

sim( X, Y ) = cos

One of the benefits of using a FCNN is that we can input a considerably bigger search
image to the network rather than inputting a candidate image of equal size. Then, it will
calculate the similarity at all translated sub-windows on a dense grid in one assessment. In
Siamese neural networks, the same transformation is applied to the template image and
the search image. The resulting combined representation of both inputs is a function g
defined as
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specificimplementation
implementationprocess
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follows:
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Initialize the target area image. According to the file that contains the correct annotation of each frame image in the video clip, the target area in the first frame image
is determined, and the target area image is acquired, so as to replace the process of
manually selecting the tracking target.
Capture the image corresponding to the search area. Based on the location of the
object in the present image predicted in the previous frame of the algorithm, the
search area in the source image is determined according to the designed search area
size, and the search area image is intercepted.
Recover the convolutional neural network. The same convolutional neural network
Conv-Net used in pretraining is rebuilt, and the trained network parameters are
imported from the model file to recover Conv-Net.
Construct a full convolution twin network structure. The acquired image and search
area are sent to Conv-Net recovered in step (3), and the target template and search
area template obtained after feature extraction are output. The two templates are
convoluted to get the similarity response graph.
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(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)

With regard to the first method, in the convolutional neural network (CNN), we set
the weights to constants and the bias to zero to implement a simple but very effective
initialization. A Leaky ReLU activation is introduced in the activation layer according
to the proposed initialization to accomplish the optimization of the CNN initialization.
With respect to the second method, we realize the optimization of the CNN initialization by proposing and introducing a new activation function, ModReLU.
Predict the target position in the next image. Bicubic interpolation is used to adjust
the size of the similarity response graph to the size of the search area and find out
the maximum response position in the similarity response graph. The image block
corresponding to the position is the image block with the largest similarity to the
image in the search area. Since the search area is determined by taking the target
position in the current frame image predicted by the algorithm in the previous frame
as the center, the maximum response position obtained at this time is the offset relative
to the position of the target in the present frame image. This offset is used as the
update parameter of the target position predicted by the algorithm, so as to update
the target position predicted by the algorithm and obtain the target position in the
next image predicted by the algorithm. Finally, according to the boundary frame
parameters of the first frame, the image area of the target in the next frame predicted
by the algorithm in the current frame is obtained. In the process of implementation,
since the convolution neural network used for two inputs in the twin network is
identical, only one Conv-Net is built for the common use of two input image data.
Introduce Gaussian low pass filter for noise and details reduction.
Tracking process.

3.2.1. Initialization Optimization and Activation Layer
Initialization Optimization
The two parameters involved at this point are the weights (w) and bias (b). There
are different types of initialization techniques, among which the “Kaiming He initialization” [42] and “Xavier initialization” [43] are the methods often mentioned in the literature.
A poor initialization can result in gradients that are either very small or very large. This
causes the optimization algorithm to slow down. Normally, the weights should be randomly initialized to break the symmetry (because initializing to zeros can lead to a failure
of the network to break the symmetry, meaning that each neuron of the neural network
will learn the same features, and this would be the same as training a neural network with
one unique neuron n[l ] = 1 for each layer, so the neural network becomes equivalent to
a linear classifier, such as logistic regression). Moreover, it ensures that distinct hidden
neurons learn different features. However, it is acceptable to set the bias to zeros; even so,
the symmetry will still be broken as long as the weights are not set to zeros. A random
initialization is usually used to break the symmetry. So, various initializations result in
different results. In the original configuration of the weights and bias initialization, both
parameters were initialized as constants. In our work, we carefully chose the initialization,
e.g., weights remained constants, but the biases were initialized to zeros. This leads to
better results than the original algorithm. The considered weights and bias are indicated in
Figure 4 as an illustration between the input and the output layers.
Bias is added to the product of the weights by the inputs as a constant or a vector. It
is applied to balance the results; it shifts the activation function’s result to the negative or
positive side. The addition of bias reduces variance, allowing the neural network to be
more flexible and generalizable. Because bias is essentially the inverse of the threshold,
its value determines when the activation function is activated. The above-mentioned are
depicted in the Figure 5 below for greater clarity.
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Figure 6. Leaky ReLU function graph.
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depicted in Figure 9. Compared to others, such as median or mean filters, in practice, it
has proven to yield more effective results. The Gaussian filter keeps low spatial frequency
while reducing noise and trivial elements in images, and it attenuates high frequency. The
Gaussian filter is better at separating frequencies, which leads to nearby pixels having a
bigger influence on the smoothed rather than the more distant ones; this appears to be
relevant for the final results of our algorithm. It is implemented using a Gaussian function.

activate all of the neurons.
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Another way to allow negative activation is to employ Leaky ReLU activation function or other functions similar to Leaky ReLU, as we did in the first section. These activation functions have the same motivation with our ModReLU, in that they all address the
two problems caused by the zero threshold of the ReLU activation. Nevertheless, Mo11 of 18
dReLU differentiates itself from the aforementioned activations, as it can generate a wider
range of negative outputs. In other words, ModReLU is more balanced.
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cess, we apply a Gaussian low pass filter. To accomplish this, we propose the framework
we apply a Gaussian low pass filter. To accomplish this, we propose the framework depicted
depicted in Figure 9. Compared to others, such as median or mean filters, in practice, it
in Figure 9. Compared to others, such as median or mean filters, in practice, it has proven to
has proven to yield more effective results. The Gaussian filter keeps low spatial frequency
yield more effective results. The Gaussian filter keeps low spatial frequency while reducing
while reducing noise and trivial elements in images, and it attenuates high frequency. The
noise and trivial elements in images, and it attenuates high frequency. The Gaussian filter
Gaussian filter is better at separating frequencies, which leads to nearby pixels having a
is better at separating frequencies, which leads to nearby pixels having a bigger influence
bigger influence on the smoothed rather than the more distant ones; this appears to be
on the smoothed rather than the more distant ones; this appears to be relevant for the
relevant for the final results of our algorithm. It is implemented using a Gaussian function.
final results of our algorithm. It is implemented using a Gaussian function. Typically, it is
Typically, it is accomplished by convolving a Gaussian kernel with an image [45–49].
accomplished by convolving a Gaussian kernel with an image [45–49].
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σ is the Gaussian distribution’s standard deviation, and x, y are the location indices.
The standard deviation governs the variance of the Gaussian distribution around a mean
value, which defines the blurring effect’s range around a pixel. The standard deviation is
set to 1 in our work.
4. Experimental Results and Discussion
To evaluate our approaches, the experiments were conducted with the Visual Object
Tracking (VOT) Challenge 2016 dataset [47]. This dataset includes 60 sequences of images
in JPEG format for the evaluation and the classification of cutting-edge pixel-based tracking
algorithms. This benchmark is very representative of the issues of tracking algorithms, as it
takes into account target motion, appearance change, rotation, occlusion, light condition,
blurring, etc.
The network architecture we used is similar to the baseline conv5 from Ref. [41], except
for some details. It has five convolutional layers, a maximum pooling of size 3 and a stride
of size 2 following the first two convolutional layers. In the activation layer, a Leaky ReLU
activation is used, and we also used SAME padding in both implementations.
The experiments are conducted and implemented based on TensorFlow library, and
the evaluation is on a computer terminal with 3.20 GHz Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-8700 CPU
and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070.
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4.1. Convolutional Block Optimization Results
In this implementation related to Section 1, we carry out a tuning on the convolutional
block initialization parameters, succeeded by a unique Leaky ReLU activation at the output
layer. Another step comprises the application of brightness adjustment. The overall results
are brought to the following table.
As is indicated in Table 2, during the experiments, it was noticed that the improved
algorithms handle better the rotation, moving, occlusion and appearance change problems.
This distinctly reflects on the results below with an increase in precision, AUPC and IOU.
Table 2. Overall results of the proposed convolutional block initialization and activation-based
implementation.
Algorithm
Optimized bias
initialization-based SiamFC
Convolutional block
optimization-based SiamFC

Precision
(%)

AUPC (%)

IOU (%)

Speed (FPS)

53.39

18.85

35.43

46.46

59.34

21.14

39.29

45.23

4.2. ModReLU Activation and Gaussian Low Pass Filter Implementation Results
Table 3 summarizes the outcomes of the second proposed method. This incorporates
the implementation of the Gaussian low pass filter with the optimized convolutional block
initialization parameters associated with our proposed ModReLU activation at the output
layer. In addition, we added an adjustment of color brightness. From the table below,
we clearly notice that the denoising and details reduction operation yielded encouraging
results. The default sigma value used in the experiment is set to 1.
Table 3. Overall results of the proposed ModReLU–Gaussian low pass filter-based implementation.
Algorithm

Precision
(%)

AUPC (%)

IOU (%)

Speed (FPS)

ModReLU–Gaussian low pass
filter-based SiamFC

60.69

21.18

39.27

44.20

The literature divides tracking techniques into two types: single object tracking (SOT)
and multiple object tracking (MOT). In single object tracking approaches, the appearance
of the object of interest is known in advance, whereas the goal of MOT techniques is to
evaluate the trajectories of multiple targets of one or more categories with no previous
knowledge of their appearance. Object detection across the frames is necessary for MOT.
Among the existing tracking methods that also address motion and appearance issues to
enhance tracking performance, DeepSORT [49] is actually one of the most widely utilized
ones that achieves state-of-the-art performance. DeepSORT is a tracking-by-detection
algorithm that considers both the bounding box parameters of the detection results and
the information about the appearance of the tracked objects to associate the detections in a
new frame with previously tracked objects. It is an improvement of the SORT algorithm
that integrates additional apparent feature information matching based on pretrained
CNNs, allowing re-identification of tracks within a longer period of occlusion to improve
tracking performance. However, this approach differs from ours because it is mostly used
in multiple object tracking scenarios and is evaluated in MOT datasets, while our method is
suitable for single object tracking scenes. Several research works have shown that applying
a single object tracking method to perform a multiple object tracking task usually yields
low performance.
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5. Comparison of Implemented Approaches with Original SiamFC Tracker
Performance on VOT 2016 Dataset
After the evaluation of our proposed approaches, we show the comparison of the
results including the aforementioned implementations and the original SiamFC, and the
related illustrations. First, we present the overall performance comparison between the
original SiamFC tracker and convolutional block optimization-based SiamFC in Table 4,
followed by pictures illustration in Figures 10 and 11. Then, the performance of ModReLU–
Gaussian low pass filter-based SiamFC is compared to the original implementation in
Table 5 with illustration in Figure 12. Finally, Table 6 provides a summary comparison of
the proposed techniques and the original SiamFC tracker performance.
Table 4. Overall results comparison of convolutional block optimization-based SiamFC with original SiamFC.
Algorithm
Original SiamFC
Convolutional block
optimization-based SiamFC
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Table 5. Overall results comparison of the proposed ModReLU–Gaussian low pass filter-based
SiamFC with original SiamFC.
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Original SiamFC
ModReLU–Gaussian low pass
filter-based
(a) SiamFC

(d)
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AUPC (%)
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Speed (FPS)
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18.10

33.89

49.39

21.18

39.27

60.69
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(e)

(c)

44.20
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Figure 11. Comparison of original SiamFC and our convolutional block optimization-based SiamFC
in scene “Book”: (a–c) Snapshots from original SiamFC (Precision: 9.14, AUPC: 2.85, IOU: 12.12,
Speed: 50.32); (d–f) Snapshots from our convolutional block optimization-based SiamFC (Precision:
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On the above illustrations, it is clearly shown in both VOT 2016 dataset scenes (“Birds
1” and “Book”) that our convolutional block optimization-based SiamFC overcomes the
original SiamFC in different scenarios with rotation and occlusion. The comparative metrics indicate a significant improvement in the aforesaid scenes, as reflected in the overall
performance in Table 4.
Table 5 shows that our ModReLU–Gaussian low pass filter-based SiamFC proved to
be effective in this work due to its characteristics. After brightness adjustment, the overall
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frames for both ModReLU–Gaussian low pass filter SiamFC and original SiamFC below.
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Algorithm

Algorithm

Speed

Precision
Precision (%)
AUPC (%)
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IOU (%)
Speed (FPS)
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(%)

Original SiamFC
51.41
Original SiamFC
51.41
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optimizationConvolutional block
59.34 59.34
based SiamFC
optimization-based
SiamFC
ModReLU–Gaussian low
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18.10

18.10

33.89

33.89

49.39

49.39

21.14

21.14

39.29 39.29

45.23
45.23

21.18

21.18

39.27 39.27

44.20
44.20

In this particular scene of the VOT 2016 dataset named “Bolt 1”, the original SiamFC
tracking algorithm fails by completely losing the target of interest and tracking a similar
neighbor target with the same uniformity until the end of the video sequence, whereas
our ModReLU–Gaussian low pass filter-based SiamFC performs better by keeping track
of the moving target during the entire video sequence without switching to a neighbor
moving object.
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The above Table clearly shows a remarkable improvement with the first proposed
approach compared to the original SiamFC. The related illustration of the foregoing results
is shown next.
On the above illustrations, it is clearly shown in both VOT 2016 dataset scenes (“Birds
1” and “Book”) that our convolutional block optimization-based SiamFC overcomes the
original SiamFC in different scenarios with rotation and occlusion. The comparative
metrics indicate a significant improvement in the aforesaid scenes, as reflected in the
overall performance in Table 4.
Table 5 shows that our ModReLU–Gaussian low pass filter-based SiamFC proved to
be effective in this work due to its characteristics. After brightness adjustment, the overall
performance of the precision increases considerably, and the IOU also shows a notable
improvement, while only a slight increase can be observed for the area under the curve
precision metric. To highlight the given results, we show an illustration of some selected
frames for both ModReLU–Gaussian low pass filter SiamFC and original SiamFC below.
In this particular scene of the VOT 2016 dataset named “Bolt 1”, the original SiamFC
tracking algorithm fails by completely losing the target of interest and tracking a similar
neighbor target with the same uniformity until the end of the video sequence, whereas our
ModReLU–Gaussian low pass filter-based SiamFC performs better by keeping track of the
moving target during the entire video sequence without switching to a neighbor moving
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To summarize all of the above, we arranged all the results into a histogram as depicted
in Figure 13.
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in Table 7, our trackers show remarkable performance and outperform many trackers in
in
terms of precision and speed. In particular, our ModReLU–Gaussian low pass filter-based
terms of precision and speed. In particular, our ModReLU–Gaussian low pass filter-based
SiamFC tracker achieves the best precision among all the compared trackers, and our conSiamFC tracker achieves the best precision among all the compared trackers, and our
volutional block optimization-based SiamFC tracker realizes the second best performance
convolutional block optimization-based SiamFC tracker realizes the second best
in tracking speed.
performance in tracking speed.
Table 7. Comparison results under precision and speed (FPS) with top performers on the
VOT2016. The top two outcomes are highlighted in red and blue.

Tracker
STAPLEp
CCOT
TCNN

Precision
0.557
0.539
0.554

Speed (FPS)
44.8
0.5
1.1
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Table 7. Comparison results under precision and speed (FPS) with top performers on the VOT2016.
The top two outcomes are highlighted in red and blue.
Tracker

Precision

Speed (FPS)

STAPLEp
CCOT
TCNN
SSKCF
DPT
Staple
DNT
DeepSRDCF
MDNet_N
KCF
SiamRPN
SSAT
MLDF
SRBT
FlowTrack
ECO
Convolutional block
optimization-based SiamFC
(ours)
ModReLU–Gaussian low pass
filter-based SiamFC (ours)

0.557
0.539
0.554
0.54
0.49
0.544
0.515
0.528
0.541
0.48
0.560
0.577
0.490
0.496
0.58
0.55

44.8
0.5
1.1
>25
>25
11
1.1
0.38
0.989
172
23.0
0.5
1.2
3.7
-

0.593

45.23

0.606

44.20

7. Conclusions
This work introduces an enhanced deep-learning fully convolutional Siamese neural
network based on convolutional hyperparameters optimization, new activation function
(ModReLU) and Gaussian low pass filter. The proposed methods are divided into two
parts, where two different approaches are proposed to enhance the overall performance
of the SiamFC tracker. Both tackle rotation, moving, occlusion and appearance change
issues. They are evaluated on the Visual Object Tracking (VOT) Challenge 2016 dataset
and outperform the original SiamFC and many well-known existing algorithms in terms
of precision and speed. This paper does not include the training process but only the
tracking. All experiments are conducted offline. Our convolutional block optimizationbased SiamFC achieves remarkable results and surpasses the original SiamFC performance
and other popular algorithms as shown in Table 7. This is another demonstration that
less computational complexity can achieve high performance. ModReLU–Gaussian low
pass filter-based SiamFC tracker yields even a higher performance and more consistent
results, especially in terms of precision, compared to the results of the previous method. It
also outclasses other popular algorithms. The results illustrate the influence and effect of
proper optimization, fitting dataset processing and a suitable activation function on the
overall performance of a neural network. Future work could consider taking into account
the development of fine-tuning approaches combined with our proposed techniques so as
to achieve the highest level of effectiveness.
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